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Voting Rights Act of 1965



Section 2 of the VRA



Section 2 of the VRA
! Applies nationwide and takes precedence over requirements of state 

law if in conflict.

! Requires drawing of district that is electorally favorable for a minority 
community if:
! a three-part test is met (the “Gingles test”), and 
! the “totality of circumstances” warrants. 

! State can be sued in federal court if it does not create a district required 
under Section 2.



The Gingles Test (Part 1) 
! Three questions:

! Is a minority group sufficiently numerous and compact that it could 
form the majority of a district’s citizen voting age population?

! Does the minority group vote cohesively (i.e., prefer, on the whole, 
the same candidates)?

! Do white voters vote as a block for other candidates such that 
minority-preferred candidates fail to win?



The Totality of Circumstances Inquiry (Part 2)
! Do circumstances, on balance, make it hard for minority groups to 

prevail in elections? Factors considered can include:

! Legacy of history of discrimination in voting (disparities in turnout, 
registration, etc.)

! Existence of social and economic disparities 
! Use of racial appeal in elections
! Responsiveness of elected officials to minority community 

concerns



Section 2 - Illustrated 



Expert Advice is Important 



Note on Minority Coalition Districts

! In some judicial circuits, two or more minority groups (e.g., Latinos and 
Asians) can be considered together as one group for purposes of 
Section 2 liability if they vote cohesively.

! BUT the Sixth Circuit (which includes Michigan) has held that Section 2 
does not require creation of minority coalition districts. Nixon v. Kent 
County, 76 F.3d 1381 (1996).

! The U.S. Supreme Court has not yet ruled on the issue.



Some Section 2 Caveats



Caveat: Watch for Non-Performing Districts

! Beware of non-performing districts.

! Districts can look good on paper but in reality fail to elect minority-
preferred candidates.

! The ability of minority communities to elect preferred candidates rather 
than a fixed ethnicity percentage is the key. Even districts with fairly 
high minority percentages can fail to elect minority-preferred 
candidates.



An Example of a Section 2 “Mirage” District 



Caveat: Know that Section 2 Districts Can 
Look “Funny” 

IL-04, a Latino
majority district 
in Chicago



Section 2 Districts Can Look “Funny” 

TX-35, a Latino
majority district
in Central Texas



Caveat: Avoid Racial Gerrymandering

! Important constitutional limit on use of race in redistricting.

! Districts cannot be drawn predominately on the basis of race. Must 
have other things in common.
! Note: Discriminatory intent not required. 

! Started off as a claim used by white voters to challenge VRA 
districts, but now used by some communities of color.

! Sometimes called “Shaw claims” after Shaw v. Reno, 509 U.S. 630 
(1993).



Racial Gerrymandering in North Carolina 



Caveat: Section 2 Districts Need Not Be Majority-
Minority

! The ability to draw a reasonably compact majority-minority district is a 
prerequisite for establishing Section 2 liability.

! BUT the district enacted by a state to address Section 2 liability need 
not necessarily be majority-minority IF:

! a state’s district nonetheless elects minority-preferred candidates, 
and, 

! there are other legitimate policy goals by the state’s choice of 
district (e.g., keeping a town together or avoiding pairing 
incumbents).



A Final Note on Section 2

! There may be legitimate reasons for drawing districts that are 
electorally favorable to minority communities even if not required by 
Section 2.

! Example: Commission can choose to draw a configuration of 
district favorable to minority communities over one that is not – IF 
the commission’s district complies with all state-law rules and is 
not drawn predominately on basis of race (i.e., is not a racial 
gerrymander).



Other VRA Provisions



Section 5 of the VRA (Before June 2013)
! States with history of discrimination had burden to prove to 

USDOJ or a DC federal court that:

! Maps were not intentionally discriminatory

! Maps did not reduce “ability to elect” in effective districts (whether 
or not majority-minority)

! Was a key protection because it protected political power as it evolved.



Covered Jurisdictions (Prior to June 2013) 



Possible Federal Reforms?



Potential Federal Reforms
● For the People Act (H.R. 1/ S.1)

– Ban gerrymandering

– Set uniform national rules for drawing of congressional districts

– Michigan exempted

● John R. Lewis Voting Rights Advancement Act (H.R. 4)

– New Section 5 preclearance formula

– Alabama, California, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, New York, North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Texas, and Virginia


